












It is a legal break if a ball is potted OR at
least two balls fully pass over an imaginary
line joining the middle of the centre
pockets. If illegal, an opponent is awarded
a free shot and one visit. See rule 4b.












































In this situation, with an ‘open table’ at the
start of the frame, a yellow is played
directly onto a red which is potted.
Reds become the designated group.
Rule 4e lists shots in which groups cannot
be decided and a table remains open.


 


























A legal shot is defined under rule 5d.
AFTER initial contact with an ‘on’ ball, if no
ball is potted OR if no balls strike a
cushion then the shot is ILLEGAL.
This is the case above in which neither the
red nor the cue ball touched a cushion.
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Following a foul, the opposing player
has a free shot in which the cue ball
can be played onto any ball, including
the black. Also pot any ball ( including
the black if it is an ‘on’ ball ).
See rule 6b for details.



















 









 



After successfully escaping from a
snooker it is NOT necessary for a ball
to be potted or for any ball to contact a
cushion, as described in rule 5g.
This is the exception to a legal shot
which is defined in rule 5d.
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Two or more object balls can be potted
without penalty in a ‘combination’ shot
provided an ‘on’ ball is struck first.
Above, the player on yellows plays a
combination to pot both the last
remaining yellow and the black ball to
win the frame. Rule 4j explains.
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